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There is lots of good stuff in this issue. Associate Editor Tony 
Luu ACS is moving on to other things in his busy world and 

will be greatly missed on the editorial team: his contributions 
over the years have been a mainstay of the magazine.

I will be looking for someone to fill the gap. If you are 
interested please get in touch at editor@acmag.com.au.

Butch Calderwood  ACS
Editor

FROM THE EDITOR
FROM THE EDITOR
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Rosco Australia - 42 Sawyer Lane, Artarmon NSW 2064
Phone: 02 9906-6262 email: roscoaus@rosco.com.au web: www.rosco.com

LitePad Axiom is a revolutionary LED light from Rosco specifically 
designed for filmmakers, videographers and still photographers.
Its steel and aluminium housing is designed not only to protect the light 
source, but to make a variety of mounting solutions quick and easy.  
The housing includes a gel slot for adding Cinegel colour or spot 
lenses.  A wide range of kits & mounting options are now available.

Editorial team at work on September issue with new editorial assistant Kara Tobin overseeing the 
discussions in the office with Editor Butch and Associate Editor Heidi.

AUSTRALIAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 
RECORDS THE DEATH OF BERNIE KEENAN, 
NEWS CHIEF OF STAFF, ABC TV SYDNEY.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Greetings ACS colleagues,

Much is said, almost on a daily basis about the possible 
dangers associated with the ongoing democratisation of 
cinematography due to new and emerging technologies.

I’m not convinced there are any real dangers, only 
complacency. The worst thing for me is that, because of the 
new technologies and the ease of operation, particularly the 
new DSLR capabilities, we could be encouraging a group of 
lazy cinematographers. 

It’s still vitally important that the basic skills are learnt and 
understood and one simply doesn’t rely on the quoted 
“dynamic exposure range”, shoot what needs to be shot and 
then fix it on their Mac. As we all know, there’s much more to 
it than that. Students and younger Cinematographers still need 
to understand exposure, processing, framing, optics, how a 
scene should be blocked and then shot, how to work with 
Actors, Editors, Colourists, Production Managers, Production 
Designers, Focus Pullers, Loaders, Data Wranglers, Directors 
and Producers. They need to understand how to “do the deal” 
and all the basics in between, in order to succeed. 

I believe all the new systems available to us have many 
benefits and advantages, but they also have disadvantages. 
Always use the right piece of equipment for the job at hand. 
To me, it’s as simple as that. 

What day is it? Monday? So there must be some new 
technology available today surely? That in some cases is 
actually happening. Technology is an awesome tool, when 
used properly and to everyone’s advantage. What we, as 
Cinematographers have available to us today, is truly an 
Aladdin’s Cave. The versatility of Digital capture and the 

incredible range and chemical composition of the new Kodak 
and Fuji stocks is quite remarkable. The palettes we have 
on offer as Cinematographers are limited only by our own 
thinking and imagination. The various cameras, both film and 
digital, along with the lenses we have at our fingertips is a 
joy to behold and continues to make us stretch our boundaries 
like never before. We have the tools available during the 
Post Production process to manipulate, change or enhance 
material. This has never been available to the extent it is now. 
We can be even faster on the set or concentrate our efforts 
into areas that are more important knowing that we do have 
the capacity to use the DI technology to our advantage. The 
colourists are so incredibly gifted and enable us to form new 
partnerships, where in the past we would have battled on 
ourselves. Cinematographers have the real opportunity to 
grab all this fantastic technology on offer by the scruff of the 
neck and give it a really good shake. It’s Tuesday, surely there 
must be something new on offer?

I’m often asked “When does a Cinematographers job end?” 
To me, it is somewhat completed when the finished product is 
being viewed by an audience. It’s a constant work in progress 
from the initial meetings to the screenings. There are of course 
some who believe the Cinematographer has completed his 
task at the end of principal photography. How uninformed. 
Surely the Cinematographer understands better than most the 
Director’s vision and how the completed film should finally 
look. But sadly, that is sometimes not the case. 

The Cinematographer will always want to attend and 
supervise the DI, Final Grade, whatever you want to call it, 
particularly with the Colourist as they too have been involved 
from a very early stage. There are exceptions of course, 
Television commercials for instance, where in some cases the 
Ad agency will supervise the Final Grade, but in many cases 
the Cinematographer has liaised with the Director and the 
Agency during the shoot and they have shot with a particular 
visual palette in mind.

There are of course those times when the Cinematographer 
is committed to another project and is unavailable, but once 
again he is usually in a position to discuss the look with the 
Director and the Colourist.

At other times it can be simple bloody mindedness when it’s 
believed the Cinematographer has nothing more to contribute. 
That one just doesn’t wash and it shows a complete lack of 
respect for the Cinematographer and indeed the project. 
Sometimes the argument on long format work is that the 
budget can’t afford to pay the Cinematographer to be there. 
Not sure about that one, as I know there are many who have 
a specific clause in their deal memo dealing with the DI. 

My question is, “Why shouldn’t the Cinematographer be paid 
to attend the DI?” It’s got to be a win-win for everybody, and 
surely protects the visual integrity of the project itself.  

Ron Johanson ACS
National President 
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ON SET DOP NICOLA DALEY

Producer Melissa Beauford approached me early in 2011 
and when I read the script I was just bowled over. The script, 
although set in one room, with only two characters, was a 
real page-turner, and the characters were extremely well 
written. Black & White & Sex is an unusual love story and it 
is also raw and minimalist filmmaking. The film is a scripted 
camera-conscious, multi-camera ‘live action’ black & white 
documentary style drama with dramatic lighting, and split 
screens. It’s a different visual and storytelling experience.

The film centres on an interview with a sex worker called 
Angie. Only the script was not as straightforward as this 
may sound. John Winter, the writer and director of Black & 
White & Sex, wanted Angie to be played by eight different 
actresses, showing a variety of ages, shapes and ethnicities 
with the personality of each very different Angie reflecting her 
mood in her journey with the man interviewing her. The film 
then culminates in scene nine where all of the eight Angies 
are intercut. This allows the audience to hear all of her voices, 
and provides the climax and ending of the film. John is a very 
experienced Producer; Rabbit Proof Fence and Doing Time for 
Patsy Cline are amongst the many films he has produced, and 

Black & White & Sex was his directorial debut. I sat down 
and had a meeting with both Melissa and John, and their 
energy and creativity for the project really inspired me and I 
was very glad to be made a part of the team. During our time 
in pre-production we looked at many references to inspire the 
look and feel of the film. The film, as per the title was to be 
finished in black and white, and amongst our many references 
we looked at Cindy Sherman’s Untitled Film Stills series and 
Andy Warhol’s screen tests, as well as classic Hollywood 
lighting from the 1940s. We wanted to evoke the atmosphere 
of these references and we wanted to examine the role of 
the feminine in film, as Sherman does so succinctly in her 
photographic series. 

The film, it was proposed, would be shot in ten days with one 
day set aside for a pre-light. Each day was dedicated to each 
Angie and one day was scheduled for any pick-ups that we 
may have needed. Each Angie had her own scene and then 
scene nine, which all the Angies performed, to complete in 
one day. John had designed overlaps in the script between 
each Angie so that he had the freedom to decide where to 
cut in and out of each performance. The actresses, who were 

Black & White & Sex is an exciting independent Australian feature film that had its sold-out world 
premiere at the Sydney Film Festival in June 2011. Shot in only 9 days with four RED cameras in one 
room, the film was quite a challenge to shoot.

The split screens in Black & White & Sex, Michelle Vergara Moore plays Angie 5

BLACK & WHITE & SEX
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ON SET BLACK & WHITE & SEX

all superb, had their run of the space we had laid out for them 
in the set and they performed their scene in its entirety. So 
for them it was like being on stage; their scenes would last 
around 15 minutes or longer and they had no blocking as 
such, so could move and walk around, or sit down (although 
no chairs were provided in the set) as they pleased and each 
take of their scenes could differ. John had always planned to 
utilise jump-cutting techniques and so, freed from continuity 
and not restricted by blocking, the actresses each felt very 
free to be in the moment. This of course gave my focus 
pullers some hairy moments but they all rose to the challenge 
amazingly well. It definitely kept the operators’ concentration 
levels high and had the crew on their toes throughout the 
shoot!

We decided to capture these electrifying performances by 
using four RED cameras. The landscape of the film was the 
interior of a studio and we shot in one of the studios at North 
Sydney TAFE. This provided a great backdrop of the rope 
pulley system used to control the lighting batons in the ceiling 
and meant that the back wall of the studio had interesting 
textures and shapes. The lighting, the studio and the cameras 
and their operators were the set and extras for this film. I 
warned my crew when I hired them that they would also 
appear in the film! The digital format was a good choice 
at the time of shooting as we were shooting scenes in their 
entirety and as many as three or four times, so we knew we 
would have a large shooting ratio, and therefore film was not 
an option. I had fantastic operators who are great DOPs in 
their own right: Devris Hasan, Zoe White, Velinda Wardell 
ACS, Pete Borosh ACS and Tom Gleeson. I had the pleasure 
of hiding behind four monitors in the only part of the studio 

that doesn’t appear on the film with John Winter and watching 
their great operating work as the performances unfolded. 
With so many great focus pullers and operators on set it was 
an absolute pleasure to go to work everyday and collaborate 
on such an exciting story.

In pre-production John and I planned out exactly where the 
four cameras would go, what shot sizes they would shoot and 
then where we would move each camera to on the next set 
up of that scene with that particular Angie. Of course even 
though we were organised we were still open to exciting 
developments or suggestions that occurred on set and the 
operators bought so many great ideas that we wanted to 
be open to use them as we were shooting. We decided to 
shoot the film in the 2.35:1 aspect ratio as we wanted as 
cinematic an image as possible. We were very aware we 
were shooting for the cinema screen and not for television. 
Black & White & Sex was also generously supported by 
Panavision and we hired four of their Cooke zoom lenses, 
two 18-100mm Cookes and two 25-250 Cooke mark IIIs. 
Even though these are slightly older lenses, their softer look 
suited our glamour Hollywood style and were very pleasant 
to the eye when photographing the female face – and we 
had eight different actresses of all ages and skin types. The 
lenses ranged from T3.1 to T3.7 but in the studio lighting up 
to T4 or above was not a problem. The lenses also helped 
soften an often ‘too sharp’ digital look and added to the 
glamorous images we were looking for.  Each operator had 
a zoom control and could zoom in and out during each shot, 
depending on what the other cameras were briefed to do and 
how they felt about the story and what felt right composition-
wise in that moment to them. Some of these great small 

Director John Winter and DOP Nicola Daley discuss the framing of a shot
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ON SET BLACK & WHITE & SEX

zooms in and out appear in the final edit and really help the 
audience connect with Angie. The zooms also helped with the 
movement and feeling of the film as we had no tracking shots 
in the entire film. Movement in the film is also created through 
the editing and the performances. The film uses split screens to 
great effect and John and I discussed the film Timecode as a 
reference in pre-production. The split screens in Black & White 
& Sex really help to sell the ‘reality’ of the film, the interview 
scenario and help create variety. When I first read the script 
of Black & White & Sex I was challenged by the fact that 
the whole film took place in one room and with only two 
characters, one of which (the interviewer) you never actually 
see; he only exists in the shadows as a figure amongst the 
many crew. I thought this would be a great challenge as a 
Director of Photography on a visual level to keep the interest of 
the viewers, and it was one of the reasons I wanted to shoot 
this film. John and I always had the mantra to remain fearless 
in all creative decisions; we kept reminding each other to be 
brave and to be true to Angie’s character and to the story.

In one scene Angie asks the crew to leave and they have to 
lock off their cameras and leave the studio. In pre-production 
John and I had to plan exactly what shot sizes they would 
be locked off to and where the cameras would be pointing 
so that we could capture Angie’s performance as she prowls 
around the studio from one locked off frame to another.  Angie 
also has to operate one camera whilst the crew are out of the 
room and so we had to give Dina Panozzo, who plays Angie 
number six, a quick lesson in operating!  Through the use of 
multiple actresses, split screens, zooms, flaring of the lens and 
other techniques we succeeded in making the visual language 
of the film supportive of the story and interesting throughout. 

During the pre-light for the film, the Gaffer Ben Dugard and I 
mapped out a lighting plan that would hold for everyday of 
the shoot with minimal changes needed. We also wanted to 
light an area that enabled the actresses to move freely within 
that area and not be restricted to a certain spot. As we were 
intending to shoot the lighting rigs and other cameras we 
were able to make full use of lens flares and the movement 
of these flares throughout the film. We lit the Angies with a 
main soft key – a 5K tungsten lamp rigged in the ceiling of 
the studio through a diffusion frame. We then made full use 
of backlights and we lit some of the studio walls and used the 
shapes of other lamps and studio equipment such as ladders 
to break up those walls. Dion Beebe ACS, ASC ’s beautiful 
work on the film Nine was a great inspiration to us.  Then I 
planned as the film progressed with each Angie, to drop the 
lighting on the background walls of the studio by 10 % each 
time. This was intended to be almost undecipherable in the 
film, but is designed to draw the audience closer and closer 
into Angie’s world as the film plays. At the start of the film 
Angie is slightly overwhelmed by the scenario of the interview 
and the studio and all the cameras trained on her and this is 
when the film is at its most lit – where we as an audience are 
as aware as Angie of every inch of that space. By the time 
we get to the last Angie, scene nine and the climax of the film 
the back and side walls are almost completely dark; Angie 
has drawn us into her world and now nothing else exists for 
the viewer and for the interviewer except for Angie. As we 
shot the Angies out of order we had to plan the certain level 
of light on the back studio walls for each Angie and pre-
programme that into the lighting desk ready for each day. 

 We shot on the RED cameras (this film was shot before the 

Maia Thomas playing Angie 8
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ON SET BLACK & WHITE & SEX

Scott Dolan, A Camera Focus Puller and Matthew Holmes, who plays the Interviewer, 
prepare to shoot. (Photo by Nicola Daley)

Valerie Bader, who plays Angie 3, gets ready for her shoot. (Photo by Nicola Daley)
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MX chip was available in Australia) and captured a RAW 
image but we did create a meta-data file on set with our 
desired black and white look. Chaotic post house run by Seth 
Larney and Lisa Shaunessy, then transcoded all our rushes and 
this meta data really helped them to process a lot of rushes in 
a short amount of time. We had a large shooting ratio and so 
Chaotic and the data wranglers worked very hard to process 
everything as quickly as possible. We also graded the 
original R3d files at Chaotic with Trish Cahill who is a great 
asset to any production. 

Black & White & Sex had no safety net – not for the 
actors as they stood there with all the freedom in the world 
surrounded by the four cameras - and not for all the other 
creative contributors to the film. It was a creative challenge 
for everyone, myself included. Being a truly independent film 
it was possible to push boundaries and break rules - not only 
in the story, form and content but also in the way the film was 

ON SET BLACK & WHITE & SEX

John Winter gives Maia Thomas some direction. (Photo by Nicola Daley)

realized. Black & White & Sex explores many dimensions of 
sexuality including fantasies - male and female alike; it is a 
ground breaking independent film, which discusses sex in all 
its grey areas, and not many Australian films tend to do that!
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A factory certified Gold 5 ½ day Steadicam® 
workshop in Australia with the inventor of 
Steadicam, Oscar® Winner Garrett Brown. 

Academy Award winner, cinematographer and trainer, 
Garrett Brown is the inventor of Steadicam.

In 1963/4 as a younger man Garrett had to make a choice 
between a seductive singing career that he loved or follow 
a different route. In 1973 Garrett changed the way images 
were captured with the invention of Steadicam.

“My 800 pound dolly had to carry my 12 pound Bolex or I 
couldn’t move the camera and it just seemed so absurd to me. 
Not knowing anybody I thought,” there has to be some way 
to isolate the camera. There has to be some way to separate 
the camera.”

Two of his most renowned Steadicam shots in feature films 
are the sequence in Rocky where Sylvester Stallone runs up 
the Lincoln Memorial steps and does the victory jump and the 
other is the rope bridge sequence from Indiana Jones and the 
Temple of Doom.

Garrett is passionate about inventing new products and 
about teaching the art of Steadicam. He has been teaching 
Steadicam workshops worldwide since retiring from operating 
in 2006 and at 69 he still likes operating a Steadicam. 

GARRETT ON STEADICAM STUDENTS AND TRAINING.

“A lot has to do with personal confidence, a small amount has 
to do with athleticism, how co-ordinated they are and how 
much experience they have had. Another small portion has 
to do with how good a camera operator they are. Can they 
visualise something they want? Our job is to help anybody 
sort through what is actually an act of will. Steadicam is not 
so much a physical act. 24 students is good because you 
ultimately have to see them all everyday because we play 
through like golf. One hour per shot.” 

“The hard part of Steadicam is to focus your intent of getting 
a good shot with all the distractions and the things you have 
to think of. We’re not sitting on a dolly being pushed by 
somebody, merely panning and tilting, we are navigating 
through space, avoiding obstacles, trying to keep it level, 
watching for the cross of this extra, checking that we aren’t 
going to fall, checking the headroom and the navigating. 
So you circle your attention around with emphasis on what’s 
coming up. If you’re coming to a step, that circle includes 
more than average attention to where you are going. If you’re 
changing direction that includes extra attention.”

“There are timing things happening, because remember 

Steadicam is not all camera operating. It’s not only about 
what you’re doing, it’s about when you’re doing it. The timing 
of things is huge.” 

The grace and strength required for operating as a Steadicam 
operator is, in Garret’s words, 

“like moving a piano and playing it at the same time. Part 
of you is exerting a huge force and the other part is doing 
something very delicate. It’s totally engrossing. It uses so much 
of what you’ve got. It’s artistic and athletic.”

“It couldn’t be better for your back and builds up the muscles 
that support your back. You have to do it properly, that’s all. 
Like you have to do anything properly, when you’re lifting 
something you have to do it properly.”

STEADICAM WORKSHOP LOCATION 
AND TRAINERS.

The Gold workshop was organised by Tiffen’s Sydney-based 
Asia-Pacific Sales Manager, Brett Smith and was held at 
Fountaindale Grand Manor Hotel in Robertson, NSW and at 
Robertson Showground.

There were 6 Steadicam trainers and 24 students. Lead 
trainers were Garrett Brown and Jerry Holway from the 
US. From Australia was Phil Baldson, Louis Puli and Harry 
Panagiotidis, Rebecca Wilson-Jennings from NZ and Chris 
Fawcett from Ireland. Jacques Delacoux from Academy Award 
winning Transvideo was also there presenting his product 
range and world-famous Grip Lester Bishop set up a vehicle 
with dolly mount at Robertson Showground for training off the 
back of a moving vehicle. 

STEADICAM WORKSHOP
BY ROSEMARY REID BA PHOTOGRAPHY BY JACOB BARKER
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STEADICAM WORKSHOP

Miguel Debenedetti

was out of the way with loads of space inside and outside. It 
had an inviting atmosphere and fireplaces were a great place 
to congregate and relax to share stories after an intensive 
day’s training. The students had a valuable, quality learning 
environment with instructors who were knowledgeable, patient 
and passionate about passing on their knowledge. The tips 
and tricks only learnt on the job were passed to enthusiastic 
students who were just as passionate about learning the art of 
Steadicam. 

DAY 2- EVENING

Jerry Holway spoke of the business of being a Steadicam 
operator. He showed examples of good and bad operating 
and the thought processes involved with Steadicam 
operating. Jerry is passionate about the art of Steadicam 
cinematography and how to attack a problem of 
getting what the DOP and the Director want from a scene.

During the workshop Jerry Holway spoke to the students 
about creating an emotional connection with the actor and 
controlling the emotional content of the scene. He spoke of 
the importance of creating the attitude of the camera towards 
the subject and the need to have a motivated point of view. 
He advised students, “know where the story is, make a choice 
and live with it. A strong storyteller will see what the choices 
are in a shot, commit to a movement and know ahead of 
time what will happen next in a shot. Indecisive camera 
movements create confusion in the audience as to where the 
story is going. The idea is to not overreact, and to stay in 
control.”

It is important to get the timing right, hit the marks in a 
sequence and the operator needs to be familiar with the 
emotion of the scene to capture the performance. The 
operator needs to know the undercurrents in the story and 
know when to pause for just that second longer before moving 
on to a different target. 

Not only does a Steadicam operator need to know story, 
have strength and agility, but they need to keep themselves 
fit and healthy, to do take after take after take all day. They 
need to have a good exercise routine and healthy diet, 
plus they need to make sure that they are doing the right 
strengthening exercises and stretches so that they can keep on 
going.

A Steadicam operator has to think ahead and be ready to 
respond to an actor. Every take may be different. The place 
where you need to be and the journey you take to getting 
there is all dependent on where the actor is going, what 
they are saying and what is happening in the scene. This all 
affects the steps and speed at which the Steadicam operator 
is travelling. The operator needs to be thinking several steps 
ahead as the camera’s performance is just as important as the 
actor’s performance.
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Jerry advised that if the students found doing a shot too easy, 
then they were to close their eyes for two seconds whilst 
operating and to feel all the things they were doing and feel 
the vest; it would teach them if they were operating the rig 
correctly.

On the business side of things Jerry showed the students 
his showreel and told them that he had renowned, easily 
recognisable actors in his reel to show that he has worked 
with the best. “It gives people confidence in your ability.”

In the same session Jacques gave a presentation and spoke 
of  Transvideo’s history and monitors and the part of how 
they played in a Steadicam rig. Transvideo regularly takes 
into account feedback from what operators need from a 
viewfinder to do their job correctly and he listens to what 
people need and then makes it. Of particular interest was 
Stereo and 3D monitors. 

DAY 3

After breakfast and a briefing, the students were put through 
their paces in a round robin set up; one hour at each location. 
There were six locations with six instructors teaching military 
style drills. This was to get the students used to the things that 
they would be doing over and over in their line of work. 

Trainer Louis Puli:

Between floor levels, Louis had the students travel up and 
down several flights of stairs, follow actors (students) and 
move around tight corners. 

Trainer Phil Baldson:

On the top level of the mansion, Phil was guiding students to 
step using a camera-tape grid on the floor, with a target on a 
C-Stand a few metres away. This exercise taught them how to 
step and line dance correctly. Students were also taught how 
to keep an object in frame when traversing mixed terrain. 

Dirk Theron

Outdoor Exercise

STEADICAM WORKSHOP
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Trainer Rebecca Wilson-Jennings:

In the garden outside a piece of tape was placed on a tree. 
This was kept in frame as the student circled the tree, while 
another student circled opposite. The Steadicam  operator 
was to shift framing and focus between the two. The second 
exercise was to walk in a straight line towards a distant 
target and keep it in frame. In this case it was a fountain. The 
operator was to walk towards the target and then do it in 
reverse.

Trainer Harry Panagiotidis:

In the sitting room Harry taught the technique of whip pans 
and following a line of action with actors (students) in a 
scene. The operator was to follow the path of one actor, 
responding with a whip pan to another actor as they open a 
door and then follow their line of action. Harry gave direction 
by walking with the student as they moved through the 
sequence.

Trainer Chris Fawcett:

Chris Fawcett was instructing an action sequence. An actor 

moved through a room towards another actor in a standoff. 
The students acted out an a+typical gangster theme and the 
lesson was how to move through a room with multiple actors 
and not interfere with the line of action. 

Trainer Garrett Brown: 

In the ballroom Garrett put the students through their paces 
with his latest invention, the Tango™.  The Tango is designed 
specifically for smaller cameras such as the SI-2K developed 
by Silicon Imaging. This camera took most of the footage that 
Anthony Doddmantle shot on Slumdog Millionaire. 

Tango was the fulfilment of a 35 year old dream. Garrett 
originally wanted complete freedom from the floor to the 
ceiling for the lens. The Steadicam solved half the problem 
with getting the lens height a little below the waist to a height 
a little over the head, which was a necessary compromise 
to keep it light. What made the Tango possible is the large 
amount of ultra light cameras coming on the market. Tango 
is of simple design, light, rugged, fast and silent. It was first 
made with servo motors electronically but it was more heavy, 
noisy and expensive. With the Tango, Garrett says, “There is 

Indoor - Louis Puli and students



no limit from the deck to being two or three metres in the air 
and anywhere in-between.” 

Every movement of the Tango was graceful, fluid and smooth 
as Garrett moved around the room  focussing on one target 
and then on another. It was like watching a dance except 
there was no music.

WOMEN AND STEADICAM

At the workshop there were no women students, yet trainer 
Rebecca Wilson-Jennings’ experience in multi-camera and 
TVC production in New Zealand should inspire. According to 
Garrett, the vest and the rig is very suited to women operators 
because of the placement of our hips and weight distribution 
ratio. In early days there was a misconception that the rigs 
would be too heavy for women to operate and that women 
did not have the stamina to keep up with the boys. This is of 
course untrue.

It was inspiring to watch the concentration and the corrected 
mistakes happening in the workshop. There were smiles 
of satisfaction all round when a shot worked just right. The 
course was for first timers or beginners to advanced operators 
and was of excellent value.

SUPPORTERS 

Tiffen, Lemac and the ACS

Anyone interested in training for Steadicam can contact 
Phil Balsdon who runs 2-3 day Steadicam Workshops, 
while Brett Smith is also planning another Gold Workshop 
for 2012, most likely in Kuala Lumpur.
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Indoor exercise with Phil Baldson
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STEADICAM WORKSHOP

Garrett Brown

Phil Baldson, Joseph White and Damian Church
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Of the vast assortment of techniques cinematographers get 
called upon to deal with, Macro photography is one 

of the more difficult and frustrating skills to perfect. In a new 
six part series for the Discovery Channel, Malcolm Ludgate 
ACS turned his lens to the challenge, capturing the antics of 
a diverse range of minute yet spectacular creatures from the 
insect world. The series looked at a range of predatory insects 
that would be likely encounter each other, to see who would 
prevail in a battle to the death.

As most insects were to come from Australia’s rainforests the 
team established a base at an industrial unit near Cairns. 
Most rainforest insects generally emerge in the dead of night 
but due to time and budget limitations, the series had to be 
shot back to back with much of the detail to be filmed on set. 
The first thought was to build and light two sets, one a desert 
scene and the other a night rainforest scene, then simply move 
the camera between the setups depending on which pair of 
creepy-crawlies was performing best. In the end it proved 
to be more efficient to light only one area and simply wheel 
each set into place and trim the lights according to the mood 
required.

For the series, titled, Monster Bug Wars‚ Malcolm had 
Mylene Ludgate (sound recordist and your ACS National 

Treasurer) to assist him, along with Bronte their newly acquired 
Jack Russell dog who diligently acted as security guard, senior 
welfare officer, and crew member in charge of staff morale 
during the shoot. Completing the team was Alan Henderson, 
one of Australia’s leading professional insect wranglers.

When filming bugs in the realm of Macro, especially at 
very high frame rates for slow motion, depth of field is often 
nonexistent and light levels high enough to cook the talent are 
frequently required. With unpredictable and erratic 
movements of the subjects to be expected, patience, quick 
reflexes and a steady hand were paramount. To record the 
story brief, a range of specialty lenses were adapted for High 
Definition, allowing Malcolm to fill the frame with subjects as 
small as 1mm in height. At such magnifications any movement 
of the lenses would be immediately transmitted to the image, 
so to check for unwanted vibration a 17” High resolution 
HD monitor proved a valuable asset. The camera of choice 
for the series was a Sony HDW-F900R Cine-Alter, which 
proved ideal when the team filmed a one hour pilot show 
for Monster Bug Wars a year before. On the pilot shoot, a 
RED camera was employed for high frame rates, but as it 
was only capable of speeds up to 120 Fps at 2K, for the 
series Malcolm used a Memrecam GX-1 camera, which 
allowed for frame rates of 2000fps, all be it at 720p. The 

MONSTER BUGS
  PHOTO BY MALCOLM LUDGATE ACS
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MONSTER BUGS

Memrecam came fresh from the set of Mythbusters and arrived 
complete with shrapnel damage and smoke stains from the 
show. An O’Conner 2575 head was used as a heavy duty 
camera platform and the whole setup was further stabilized 
with shot bags. Mal had special heat proof glass panels built 
and needed filters to help reduce the heat from lights being 
transmitted onto the set. To keep the rainforest sets looking 
fresh, plants and backgrounds were constantly changed and 
wet down to stop them wilting or looking unnatural. With 
generous support from Malcolm Richards and Cameraquip 
Melbourne, the production acquired the use of an Optex 
Excellence  lens, which added additional production value 
to the shoot and allowed close tracking and craning shots to 
be achieved using minimal light levels. Another lens of choice 
was the T-Rex‚ as its right-angle lens adapter allows for the 
horizon to be correctly orientated, but the Optex was 
ultimately chosen due to its smaller size, which allowed for 
faster lens changes.

During the production, a total of 60 insects were to be filmed, 
which edited to five pairs per one hour show. Spiders, 
scorpions, centipedes and beetles made the list of insects, 
along with everything from bull ants to katydids to blood 
sucking leeches. The pressure was on right from the start, with 
only one day allocated per insect to dress the set, shoot 
establishing shots, profile the animal, showing its weapons 
and defenses, see it interacting in its natural environment, and 
film the battle. Yeah, easy right? Bugs always do their thing 
on a set, in the middle of the day, under bright lights and in 
a noisy room! Where possible, establishing shots and wide 

scene setters were all done in the wild, and most of the 
detailed action was recorded on set. During the first few 
weeks of shooting, the crew discovered that something in the 
room was affecting the way the insects behaved, and some of 
the more fragile spiders would start to become lethargic and 
look unnatural as soon as they were brought inside. Some-
thing in the ventilation system was the probable culprit, but the 
real cause of their distress was never found.

Given the fast cutting style of the show, swish pans, crash 
zooms and quick refocusing were requested to jazz up 
the pace of things, and some less than perfect shots were 
included in the final edit to give immediacy to the action. One 
of the more challenging battles was between Paper Wasps 
and Green Tree Ants, both of which are almost totally 
uncontrollable on set and give nasty stings. Controlling them 
and rounding up angry Funnel Webs, recapturing flying 
insects escaping from the set, and carefully wrangling the 
dangerous and the shy was Alan’s job. His wealth of 
experience handling bugs was extremely valuable and the 
shoot ran smoothly with no one getting stung or nailed by any 
of the talent.

With Cyclone Yasi looming down on the production, the crew 
wrapped and escaped Cairns only 12 hours before the storm 
hit.

The series aired on Discovery Science Channel starting in 
March this year and a second series was commissioned 
after the second episode went to air.

LEADING THE WAY
BEHIND THE SCENES TRAINING
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Ron Johanson ACS was the driving force behind the 
renovations project to turn a large empty office with lots of 
glass walls into livable spaces.

David Lewis was appointed project co-ordinator and work 
started on 21 December 2010 and finished on opening night 
03 March 2011. The call went out for volunteer helpers and 
the roll call was -

Dee Molineaux - Designer.
Tony Moss - design construction.
Andy Taylor. 
Peter Coleman, use of wheelbarrow, trailer and tipping fees.
Roger Boyle.
Grant Jordan.
Ted Rayment.
David Wakeley.
Marianne Wakeley.
Dan Freene.
David Burr.
Judd Overton.
Michael Johnson.
Paul Hambides.
Peter Borosh.
Greg Molineaux.

The shopping list was impressive; 50 litres of paint, Gyproc 
$500.00, locks for various doors, blackout blinds, chairs for 
theatre, plantation shutters, coffee machine, 3 bar fridges, 1 
dishwasher, and taps and it went on to a long list.

On 27 December 2010 Tony Moss, Andy Taylor and 
David Lewis took  down various glass walls and room doors. 
Volunteer painters did their stuff, black walls in the magazine 
office, aubergine walls in the library.

The Ikea kitchen was delivered but without the sink. Leigh and 
Caitlyn Taylor assembled 50 boxes for the magazine office.

Tony Johnson did all the cabling for phones.

The painters did the ceilings and the walls and re-painted 
some of them.

The original carpet was removed and a soft grey carpet 
installed. That meant moving lots of furniture. David Burr and 
Ted Rayment built a large desk for the AC office. Rubbish had 
to be removed continuously and David Wakeley delivered the 
book shelves for the library. He then installed the ACS logo 
which took 3 hours. David and Ted Rayment moved all the 
stuff from the storage unit in western Sydney to its new home.

The list of work completed is very long with many people 
doing their speciality bit. There was a lot of sweating, 
grunting, lifting, moving stuff  then moving it back, painting 
and re-painting and a few tears. The photographs taken by 
David Wakeley show the work done to make this area the 

ACS home. In future editions of AC there will more details of 
the various tasks admirably carried out by volunteers.

When you visit the Headquarters please look at the log that 
David Lewis kept during the whole procedure of converting 
a very bare and unattractive office into the National 
Headquarters of the ACS.

THE RENOVATIONS OF ACS HEADQUARTERS
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ACS HEADQUARTERS

Top Left - Meeting Space.

Left - Bruce Hillyard Room (the library).

Below - Magazine Office.
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Judd Overton, John Lomax and Leigh Christensen

‘Drop In’ Night
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ACS HEADQUARTERS

Lawrence Horsburgh, David Lewis ACS and Leigh Christensen

Ted Rayment ACS and Leigh Christensen
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The last 10 years in Cinematography has yielded more 
changes then most of us can contemplate. What we saw as a 
stable career in recording images on film with some interesting 
excursions in video, for some us has turned into a whirlpool of 
constantly changing tools with which to ply our trade.

As an assistant and young cinematographer, if I knew 
Panaflex,Arri BL,Arri III well and could manage with Aatons 
and Moviecams I could perform my job well.

There were two different film stock suppliers with probably 
three different stocks to know by their characteristics and 
performance to memorise.

Now we are in a world with Film,(still going)High Quality HD 
as in Genesis ,F35,Red,D21 and recently Alexa through to 

F900 and its variants,EX3 Varicam and onto the Canon gang 
7D ,5D,1Ds ,SI2K and the hysterically miniature Go Pro.

I have even shot a TV commercial on a medium format Phase 
One Digital stills Camera.

This is not a complete list as we know but shows why most 
current cinematographers are now less like the pirate artist of 
the past and more like some kind of multifaceted Jeckle and 
Hyde maniac, spinning in circles as we try to remember the 
various idiosyncrasies of the system we are using that day.

This brings me to the icing on the cake. After swimming 
through the much larger pool of technology, breathing through 
a straw to stay alive, we get, drum roll, 3D tahdah.

Cue sounds of several thousand cinematographers’ brains 

GETTING YOUR FEET WET
ADVENTURES IN THE 3D TOILET           BY ROSS EMERY ACS

Ross Emery with Sharni Vision and Technocrane

The last 10 years in Cinematography has yielded more changes then most of us can contemplate. 
What we saw as a stable career in recording images on film with some interesting excursions 

in video, for some us has turned into a whirlpool of constantly changing tools with which to ply our 
trade.
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spasming and snapping in anticipation of the new cranial 
downloads needed as if we could max out the RAM and 
upgrade the Hard Drive in our heads.

Cue small imaginary movie of cinematographer lying in a 
Matrix like chair with a needle in the back of his head and 
upon waking uttering the line Neo like.

”I know 3D”

Life does not imitate art.

This article is not one to praise the merits or otherwise of 3D 
but an observation on the pliability that we cinematographers 
need to have today.

My journey into the 3rd dimension began very slowly, 
observing from a distance this strange new (for my generation) 
technique of relieving a paying audience of a couple more 
bucks. I saw Avatar mmmmm… then Pixar’s output and a 
diversion into Shrek4D at Warner Bros Movieworld where 
you pay more, and get sprayed with water.

Not a highly technical first effort.

It began I’m sure the same way other cinematographers who 
have shot 3D;

A phone call.

Scene; YouYangs  2 hours South of Melbourne, Winter.

Camera crew is just shooting the last shot of a movie; all crew 
are tired ,cheerful for a bunch of people who are about to be 
unemployed and secretly terrified they will never work again.

Cinematographer’s phone rings.

Line Producer:

“We are doing this film ,it’s in 3D, are you interested?”

Cinematographer:

“Sure, I LOVE 3D”.

Click.

The project is Bait 3D a genre shark film with an original 
premise and a troubled history.

Kimble Rendle, the New Director, was buoyant about the 
concept. I had some reservations, not a huge budget, not a 
long schedule and beach, water scenes, underwater shooting, 
animatronic sharks, large ensemble cast (no round tables 
luckily).

Flooded sets and a small dog.

All the ingredients to make any sane DOP run for the nearest 
Beer commercial. Then add to this the new strange beast of 
3D with all its mystery and language.

“Shoot with a IO of 15 ,converge on focus or should it be 

B Camera operator Callum McFarlane with 3D Splash Box
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negative, BG parallax is getting wide ,aaagggh Brain Tear!”

So.. How do you start?

STEP1:

Hit  the books.

There are a bewildering array of books and Internet material 
on 3D these days, a veritable ocean of data, diagrams, and 
rules and experiences. Most of it is contradictory,and a lot of 
it just plain garbage.The trick is for a DOP moving into this 
world is how to separate the wheat from the chaff,or the brain 
tear from the fusion.

“Read everything but listen to what your mother says”.

This is a saying to new mothers about the confusion of 
material out there about raising your children; it also applies 
to this situation.

Your mother in this case is your fellow DOPs who have gone 

ET/RED Rig shooting Bluescreen shot



through this experience; in my case Peter James and Jules 
O’Loughlin were very helpful in the small amount of time I had 
with them to discuss 3D shooting.

What they were able to do is assure me that the essential 
elements of cinematography still hold,conveying in a visual 
manner the vision of the director.

The books tell you things, they don’t teach you things.
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STEP 2:

Watch the movies.

You learn more from seeing a bad 3D film than a good one.

Good 3D ,I could use various films as an example, use the 
3D to progress story, just the same way that good lighting 
and composition do. It does not have to dominate or intrude; 
we do have a unique moment in time where we have not 
really learnt how to use it well yet. Some people seem to think 
that unless there are objects hovering over the tenth row on 
every cut it isn’t 3D.You can find your language; and with 
the director figure out what kind of movie it is and set up your 
parameters.

We found a really happy place with a zone of lens lengths 
and other variables to tell the story.This makes the day to day 
grind of shooting easier as the crew gets into a rhythym of 
space, distances and angles. So the days fly by in a cloud 
of creative satisfaction.(spoiler alert,this does not always 
happen).

STEP 3:

Test, test, test, test.

I learnt more about shooting 3D in the first shot of “Look” 
testing than in three months on the internet and reading books.

The test scene was a simple one. A girl walks through a 
door, meets a boy ,they talk then are interrupted by another 
character.

We had set this up in the first completed set,lit as myself and 
Paul Johnstone the gaffer would have lit this kind of scene 
many times before.Paul and I have worked together for 15 
years and done more than 400 days on set together. We 
both then walked out of the set and put on the shades to look 
at the first stumble through of a rehearsal on the 3D monitor.

It finished, we both looked at each other and I said, “Well, 
that doesn’t work”.

What we did was light the scene very well for 2D 
photography. In fact on the 2D monitors around the set it 
looked great.In 3D however ,it just looked flat and kind 
of weird. Some of these observations are referenced by 3 
months of shooting and more time of thinking.

We had in fact lit most of the 3D effect out of the image.

EPIPHANY #1:

You can make a 2D picture look 3D and you can make a 3D 
picture look 2D.

OK ,back to the set. Paul (PJ) and I then rushed around for 
a while moving this, spotting up that ,mucking around with 
eyelights and generally rushing back to the 3D monitor and 
looking and saying, “Better ,no too much ,worse blah, blah”.

We then found some things that worked better and over the 
course of testing finally settled on a theory we called “volume 
lighting”.

Changing the way you think about light to have volume and 

Building explosion
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substance is difficult. After thinking for so long about it being 
a pencil or paint,to darken,highlight and tone a picture, it is 
hard to then think that it must interact with objects in a real 
space.

It is, to take the artistic metaphor a little further, like thinking of 
it like a sculpture not a painting.

EPIPHANY#2:

We are not the first people to do this.

There is a painting by Etienne Dinet called “The Snake 
Charmer”in the Art Gallery of NSW that is the perfect 
example of 3D imagery.It has depth,scale ,size reference 
cues, subtle cheating in angle of light on the main subject 
compared to the “extras” in the frame.

Everything the artist is doing is driving towards the concept of 
creating a 3D image. Damn, those olds guys knew what they 
were doing!

Finding the depth in the image was the ongoing mission.

STEP#4:

Concentrate.

One of the more unsuspecting aspects of 3D cinematography 
was the crew management skills needed. Whereas in a 
regular shoot the director ,operator and DOP discuss and line 
up the shot, on 3D the circle of trust becomes much larger and 

you have to ensure that all these people are interested and 
invested in the mission of creating the best images possible.

3D CAMERA CREW LIST

DOP
Operator
1st AC
2nd AC
IO puller
Data wrangler
Stereographer
Rig technician

This list does include the video assist crew, without whom, 
nobody can even start their jobs, or Grips ,moving around 
a 55kg rig without alignment compromising jolts so add a 
couple more of them.

So on a 2 camera shoot the camera dept can be 13 people, 
and 6 of them are integral to lining up and shooting the shot.

As well as other support departments.

So your aim is to bring all these people together to work as a 
single entity to produce good ,coherent 3D images that satisfy 
the story ,provide the actors a secure space to work and fulfil 
the requirements of the budget and schedule.

STEP 5:

Dailies are your best friend.

Grips Matt Coolum FG and Matt Copping on Rickshaw rig with Mango operating
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On Bait we had an extremely fortunate occurrence of having 
a post production company as a producing partner. This 
gave us the benefit of having the most wonderful 3D Dailies 
screening environment within 100 metres of the stages.

Being able to watch graded,projected 3D images on a 
2K Christie projector using my favourite Real D 3D system 
each night was just a blessing.The scale you work to is very 
important in 3D; the size of the screen can determine the kind 
of images you produce and the way you achieve them.Shots 
that work well are seen in their best light and any bumps are 
seen as well. I don’t know how you do it without watching 
like this: dailies just became much more important again, so 
don’t watch them on your laptop.

Watch and learn.

STEP 6:

Think laterally.

Moving such a large delicate camera rig around caused a 
lot of difficulty, both during the shot in an artistically pleasing 
way and just logistically getting it from place to place 
without handling it in such a way that will compromise the 
alignment too badly. It did make me think of some of the older 
generation of DOPs I had assisted telling me war stories about 

shooting with Panavision PVSRs ,Blimped Mitchells and Wall 
cameras etc .I do remember one of them telling me it was 
great when the PVSR came out because it only took 2 people 
to lift it.

You experience all sorts of issues that you were not expecting 
that can ruin your day. Fo example, cable length to the 
Stereographers’ station may be too far and to move data 
and stereo will take 45 minutes. This is where every day on 
this project I thanked the patron saint of 3D (whoever that 
may be) that I had a great crew whom I had worked with a 
great deal. Grip Toby Copping and his crew were amazing 
in solving logistics issues as were Ricky Schamberg and the 
whole camera crew.

It’s less lateral thinking and more creative thinking maybe; 
issues will come up that are very difficult to anticipate, so you 
must keep on your toes.

STEP 7:

Relax!

We are all film makers,2D,3D,4D(that’s the next shoot).

It’s a tool,a device for adjusting the experience of the 
audience.We now have another way of achieving this 
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It is up to the cinematographers ,for so long the guardians of 
the language of moving images to learn this and apply it .

They have to also to defend the misuse of 3D and  the morbid  
protectionism of the technotrolls out there who seem to want to 
hold onto the knowledge and portion it out in small amounts 
as if it were a secret potion which must not fall in the hands of 
those not  initiated into the 3D illuminati.

Learn ,shoot ,learn more ,as we always have .

Ross Emery ACS (currently completed working on “Sydney 
Tower 4D Experience” Movie and shooting 3D Action Film in 
China).

TECH SPECS

Bait 3D

Red MX Cameras(additional photography on 
Alexas,underwater photography on SI2K Cameras)

Panavision 19 to 90 Compact Zoom

Angineux 15 to 40 Optimo Zoom

Element Technica Quasar Rigs

Scorpio Stabilized remote Head. Buy FUJIFILM and
help build your clubhouse

$2.50 for a 400FT can of 35MM 

$5.00 for a 1000FT can of 35MM
Only payable if ACS members purchase,

money to be contributed to the ACS Clubhouse fund.

Contact Ali Peck from Film Support on 0411 871 521 or (02) 9979 5701 
or email ali@awesomesupport.com.au

www.fujifilm.com.au

Help
Build your 
ACS Club 

House

Help
Build your 
ACS Club 

House

Wide Shot Flooded Supermarket Set
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Imago is a Federation of Societies enriched by cultural 
differences and diverse languages. Never in the history of 
capturing the image has so much technological pressure been 
applied to the workers in the craft of film making, particularly 
cinematographers.

Films are not mere commodities. They require specific 
production conditions. Foremost they require willingness to 
take high risks and they require individual creativity. Europe 
continues to be a creative powerhouse as witnessed by the 
14 of the 20 films selected at Cannes and the recent Oscar 
triumphs. Imago believes that the cinematographer should be 
rewarded as an author/co-author for his creative contribution 
and recognised across Europe as such.

Film has always been International. You do not need to speak 
the language of the author to understand or enjoy the end 
product in the cinema or on television screens. The advent of 
digitalization has given the masses throughout the world the 
opportunity to experience the greatest and latest examples of 
storytelling through great cinematography. 

Globalization not only encroaches on our lives through 
Hollywood or fast foods. For Starbucks, MacDonald’s and 
Subway, substitute Alexa, RED and Sony as  German, 
American and Japanese companies battle to seek product 
domination and maximize profits through their contribution 
to  globalization. The French to their credit fight a valiant 
rearguard action against foreign domination by such excellent 
products as produced by Transvideo and Angenieux.

Although the great global village may beckon for us all in the 
future, as beneficiaries of an artistic, digital World culture, 
Imago has no intention of abandoning its principles in the 
scramble for conformity. We are an International Federation 
dedicated to the promotion of our individual cultural 
differences and respectful of the languages which constitute 
our heritage. Imago’s growing influence in Europe, Asia, 
South America and Australasia is exactly because of such an 
accommodation for the cultural richness of all its Societies. 

The coming together through internationalism is the raison 
d’être of Imago’s existence. There is no dominant Society in 
our multi-cultural Federation of 50 Societies. Neither do we 
want one. We are united in a common spirit of sharing our 
problems through communication: a desire to encourage 
better standards of cinematography and to improve the 
working lives of future generations of cinematographers. Also 
uniting us is a wish that the value of our creative contribution 
be recognised and respected. Most people still do not 

understand what a cinematographer does! 

The recent ASC initiative in calling a World Summit in Los 
Angeles re-enforced Imago’s belief in itself.  It was a salutary 
experience to witness the delegates from Canada, Serbia, 
Brazil, Denmark, New Zealand and sixteen more, united 
under the Imago comradeship ( to be later joined by Korea)in 
the realisation through debate that we share so many common 
problems and solutions.

Imago has been striving since its formation in 1992 to 
achieve Authors Rights for cinematographers; with some 
success, as even the British beneficiaries of other countries’ 
generosity will testify. In past weeks there has been more 
than a glimmer of hope in the EU that that the hard work of 
past generations is beginning to pay dividends for Imago. A 
communication from Brussels is seeking to establish a single 
integrated market for Intellectual Property Rights in releasing 
the potential of European authors by empowering them to be 
rewarded through copyright.  In a recent speech a respected 
Vice President of the EU Commission responsible for the 
Digital Agenda, Neelie Kroes, declared that copyright was 
good for authors, good for consumers and good for the 
economy. All cinematographers have authors/co- author’s 
rights: in some countries they just sign them away.

Film speaks to all of us and craft workers, including directors, 
share so many common interests and problems that not to 
work together seems ridiculous. One positive development 
has been the signing last month in Austria of a resolution by 
IMAGO, FERA, (the Federation of European Film Directors) 
and ECSA, (the European Composer and Songwriters 
alliance). This EUXXL declaration unites for the first time various 
crafts involved in this joint initiative which invites the EU 
Commission to improve Working conditions in Europe.  This 
calls upon all film productions to follow national laws and 
regulations concerning working time and working conditions.  
The penalty for non-compliance of this directive would be 
exclusion from future funding from that production company 
for two years, a mandatory test concerning labour laws and 
regulations and controls on set on subsequent productions.

Unity on the contentious issue of strengthening the Authors’ 
position was only avoided by a last minute decision of FERA 
to reserve judgement on the issue.  (A full report on this final 
important resolution can be read on the IMAGO.org website.) 

The very act of signing this joint declaration marks an 
important step forward to achieving a better future for film 
workers everywhere.

GLOBALISATION OR 
INTERNATIONALISM?
BY NIGEL WALTERS BSC
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IN MEMORIAM

IN MEMORIAM
HOWARD RUBIE

1938 - 2011

It is with great sadness that we advise you of the sudden 
passing of industry icon and stalwart, Howard Rubie 
ACS.

Howard, originally a cinematographer, went on to 
become one of Australia’s most respected directors and 
the winner of many awards. He was also a founding 
member and avid supporter of the ACS. Awarded 
accreditation in 1963, he was inducted into the ACS 
Hall of Fame on May 1, 2010.Married to Pat they 
lived in Castlecrag for more than 40 years. Howard 
had been very active in community affairs during this 
period, particularly in his role as President of the Haven 
Amphitheatre Management Committee. Howard is a past 
President of the Willoughby Progress Association and 
served on the Committee for many years and was named 
Citizen of the Year by Willoughby City Council in 2007.

After a long illness Howard passed away at 2.00pm on 
Saturday 22 July, at Castlecrag Private Hospital. Howard 
will certainly be missed by all that had the privilege of 
knowing him. He’ll long be remembered. May he rest in 
peace.

Ron Johanson ACS

BILL CONSTABLE
1933 - 2011

Dear everyone,

I have to tell you that Bill Constable died on Friday in 
Perth.Many of you will know him - and his family. His 
father was a great art director in the Australian film 
industry. Bill was a wonderfully gifted cinematographer 
and DOP, concentrating mostly on documentary. 
He was one of the generation who seized on the 
documentary opportunities offered by the new light-
weight cameras of the 60s which gave expression to 
the new wave of cinema verite in its various forms.. Bill 
loved the Eclair but chose mostly to work with the Arri.

He quickly caught the eye of British television companies 
and firms when he and Jennifer went to England. I 
worked with him on a number of docos for the BBC - Bill 
always putting his hand up for the more adventurous 
and even the more dangerous assignments. When 
no other BBC crew would contemplate it, he and I 
spent two weeks in howling blizzards, icy roads and 
screaming winds on the Isle of Man out of which Bill 
pulled a film of such power and beauty that it made the 
doughty head of the Man Alive series dewy-eyed, a 
state he only otherwise achieved when thinking about 
Samantha Fox, (the then-famous page 3 Mirror girl)

He was the founding head of Cinematography at the 
Australian Film and Television School and later set up a 
similar enterprise at Curtin University in Perth. 

He un-retired to become a farmer in the beautiful hills 
and temperate forests in South West Australia - in 
Bridgetown.

Why is it, that when you look at all the 
cinematographers of every nation you have ever 
known, Australia unfailingly produces such gentle men 
and sweet souls? Bill was one of them. An artist at 
heart, a shrewd observer of human behaviour which 
he amplified with his lens, a gifted teacher, and a 
wonderful companion to all those who ever journeyed 
with him.

Storry Walton.

IN MEMORIAM
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Along with ACS member John Bean and ABC journalist Paul 
Lockyer a great mate, colleague and ACS member and 
sponsor was tragically killed on the evening of Thursday 18th 
August when the helicopter he was piloting crashed at Lake 
Eyre, South Australia.

Gary was the quintessential ‘good bloke’ who was revered by 
all the cinematographers that had the pleasure of flying with 
him and experiencing his mastery of the aerial platform that 
was his helicopter. Gary was more than just a good bloke 
and a helicopter pilot. He was a camera operator that used 
a highly sophisticated camera mount. Gary thought in pictures 
and understood the essence of what camera moves were all 
about. He would put the cinematographer in the right place 
every time and often all that was left to do was to button on 
and watch the horizon.

I had the pleasure of knowing Gary for nearly 40 years and 
first flew with him in his early days at the ABC. In the days 
before sophisticated camera mounts were commonplace and 
the pilot had to do the moves for you, Gary had an instinct 
for what was required. When using a nose mounted camera 

before the days of video splits and monitors we used to draw 
the parameters of the frame and the crossed hairs for the 
centre with a chinagraph pencil on the windscreen so that 
Gazza had his own viewfinder. He had empathy for the 
camera unlike anyone else I have ever met. It was sometimes 
annoying, but always rewarding, when he would come up 
with the best ‘shot’ of the day. He made us all look good.

Even though they may not know it, there is not a moviegoer 
or television viewer today that hasn’t seen some of Gary’s 
work. From Commercials to Feature Films such as The Matrix 
to everyday news coverage to Documentaries such as the 
one he was working on with Paul Lockyer and John Bean last 
Thursday, Gary’s talent has touched us all.

Good bye mate. You were the best.

Ted Rayment ACS

         GARY TICEHURST 1950 - 2011VALE
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Beanie... John was truly adored by all who had the pleasure 
of meeting him. He was the guy with the perpetual smile, 
driven by his passion for his craft, shown in his enthusiasm 
for every job he shot, no matter how mundane or seemingly 
inconsequential. John applied himself as if it was the first story 
of the bulletin, or the feature yarn.

I first met John as a freelance sound recordist in the early 90’s 
when the New Parliament House had opened. He was happy 
to share all his knowledge and his craft as a cameraman, to 
anyone who was interested. I took it all in. I remember one of 
my first feature stories for 7:30 Report with John and Heather 
Hewitt. We rocked into the local in the small town of Batlow, 
to which the locals stopped their conversation, crinked their 
necks to the three overly dressed and accessorised city folk. 
Beanie had already taken a quick look around at what the 
local lads where consuming and quickly said “g’day mate, 
three schooners of VB thanks”. The ice was immediately 
broken and the publican said, “You must be the mob from the 
ABC?” I, a young lad, was instantly relieved knowing I was 
in the company of a true professional, a people person, who 
was like I said before, adored by all who met him.

I was reminded by stories through the week, amongst so 
many, was that no matter what was going on politically or 
in the workplace gossip, he was never in the middle of the 
controversy. Instead, Beanie was the kind and gentle soul 
prepared to listen to both sides of the story and then never 
casting a judgement, instead offering a peaceful alternative. 
Always live with his toothy grin, his effervescent personality 
and his dedication to his job. Thanks Beanie.

The feature that ultimately took the lives of these great blokes, 
was a story all three had a great passion for filming the last 
sunset shot that sadly we will never see.

Cameraman, journos and pilots alike are all no strangers to 
the dangers of chopper shots. For me, while in the air I’m shit 
scared the whole time, trying to bluff my nerves until I can 
bravely tell the tale of how fantastic the whole experience 
was from take off until touch down. But these blokes did more 
than the occasional flight, they all spent hours hovering above 
us, looking down on us and commenting to each other over 
their headsets on how beautiful the vistas are from the aerial 
perspective.

Rest assured they all looked at the sun setting, thanked each 
other for their mateship and camaraderie and bravely touched 
down for their last journey together.

They will still look down from their amazing view, knowing 
their shots and stories will live on forever on our television and 
computer screens.

These three guys didn’t just become legends, they already 
were.

Sadly and with great regret, I shake and weep over my 
keyboard as I write this, feeling for another great friend, 
John’s wife, Pip. Those two were unique soul mates, lovers, 
travellers. Whilst they spent time apart, they were also lucky 
enough to work together, selling the fact they could save 
money on accommodation.

For me I never know what to say at tragic moments like this, 
but I rang Pip and told her how much we loved her man and 
how much we loved her. Not knowing what she’s feeling, 
but knowing what we felt, I can only imagine it’s painful, but 
it’s important to let her know we are here for her, now and 
forever and that John will always be in our hearts and our 
memories. We love you Pip.

Robb Shaw-Velzen

         JOHN BEAN 1963 - 2011VALE
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Q&A WITH DAVID LOWE

DL: How did you originally get involved with 
cinematography, Kim?

KB: I was keenly interested in stills as a teenager in Perth. I 
had a darkroom set up in the kitchen and took mostly family 
portraits. I certainly hadn’t identified cinematography as a 
career path, but films were making a big impact on me. I 
remember seeing Little Big Horn and being really intrigued 
by the look of that film. My father took me to The Godfather 
when I turned eighteen. It was a  full-on experience and the 
colours of that film really stood out, the depths of its blacks. A 
bit later, I saw Last Tango in Paris. I was totally wowed by the 
cinematography. The content is out there too, but the beauty 
of those images – I’d never seen anything like it. It wasn’t 
like I woke up and decided to be a cinematographer, but 
something was certainly going on. I was impressed. I thought 
I should go and be a professional stills photographer, so I left 
my insurance job, got on my motorbike and rode across the 
Nullarbor to Sydney.

DL: Did you get work straight away?

KB: I got a bit of a dead-end job with a commercial 
photographic studio in Sydney. I filmed the trots at Harold 
Park. We did that on a wind up Bell and Howell. Film was 

measured exactly for each race. I was drawn to doing city 
landscapes, mostly at night . If you look at the photographs 
today, they’re just lonely street scenes, which was probably 
how I felt! This nineteen year old in Sydney who didn’t know 
anybody.

DL: How did you make the transition to film school?

KB: I moved into a share house with Michael Brindley who 
was in the very first year of AFTRS. He knew about my 
photography, saw I was interested in the movies, and thought 
it all fitted. I applied with a Super 8 documentary I’d made 
about my grandfather, a long distance runner. I was accepted 
in 1976.

DL: Who were the cinematography teachers in those days?

KB: Bill Constable was the Head of Cinematography.  He 
was a fantastc documentary cameraman. He’d worked for the 
BBC. The other teacher was Brian Probyn who  taught at the 
National Film School in the UK half the year, and he came to 
the Australian film school for the other half. He’d shot movies 
and documentaries. He was a lovely man, unusual in that he 
started his career very late and wasn’t traditionally trained.
He had a very good eye, he’d come from mural painting, 

FLASH BACK KIM BATTERHAM ACS

Kim Batterham started as a student at the Australian Film Television and Radio School in 1976 and 
he’s now Head of Cinematography at AFTRS. 

Kim in China with students
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he thought a lot about colour, and the way colour worked, 
the way light worked. He was pioneering bounce light in TV 
lighting, and taught us about that, using poly to create a more 
natural effect. He was quite inspirational. Don McAlpine and 
Russell Boyd came  to teach and Don taught me how to load 
a 16 BL mag amongst other things.

DL: Did the Australian films of that period influence you at all?

KB: My focus was more on European cinema, particularly 
French and German, and Italian. Wim Wenders, Chabrol, 
Fassbinder, Visconti, Fellini… the film and TV work of Ken 
Loach – that was what I was drawn to. I remember Wake in 
Fright having a massive effect.

DL: What about your own work at film school?

KB: I shot some dramas on 16mm, but my biggest 
achievement production-wise was to shoot a one hour 
documentary in India. My friend Suresh Ayyar wanted to 
make a film about going back to India – he migrated here 
when he was twelve. Then the project grew to include director 
Mario Andreacchio. We clumped our budgets together to 
raise money. The concept was to contrast the kid with the 
Italian heritage going to India, with the Indian who had 
left and was returning. It was called India: a Journey. We 
travelled India for seven weeks and this was an enormous life 
experience for me. One of the big things I learned on that film 
was actually filming strangers; what happens when you go 
somewhere and you walk up to someone and you want to 

film them, and you can’t speak their language, and they look 
at you…

I’ll never forget one time when we were filming in a 
shantytown. A man came up and looked into the camera, and 
it was like him looking into me and going ‘Why are you here? 
What are you doing?’ We hadn’t asked any permission 
– we were just taking images. That was very confronting. 
It made me really think about who I was and what I was 
doing, and having to search for answers to one of those big 
questions that comes into documentary film-making: what is 
the relationship you have with the people you film?  In the 
meantime I took a job as an assistant with the ABC at Frenchs 
Forest – I decided to start at the bottom and work my way 
up. I assisted my cousin Danny [Batterham] on A Big Country, 
shooting up in the Northern Territory.

One day I was with a news crew in Mosman. We happened 
to bump into Russell Boyd’s team working on a feature film. I 
went to say hello. A few weeks later Russell rang and asked 
if I wanted to be the clapper loader on A Town Like Alice. 
It was twenty weeks, ten hours of TV. Fantastic shooting. 
Lancowie, Malaysia, Sydney, Broken Hill. It was a big 
melodrama based on the Nevil Shute book, a love story 
between Helen Morse and Bryan Brown in World War 
Two. Russell had one of the first 2 !k HMI lamps – it was 
considered massive at the time. We used Steadicam a bit. 
There was so little equipment by today’s standards.

Kim on set
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DL: Did you learn any of Russell’s secrets?

KB: It’s pretty hard to imitate Russell! He’s a master in lots of 
ways, but the thing that stood out, and something I’ve tried to 
do, is his ability to create really natural lighting that still evokes 
mood and is invisible. The shoot didn’t have a big visual 
signature on it. It was all about the acting and the design. 
Russell never draws attention to himself, or his work, and I 
aspired to do that.

DL: Where did you go next?

KB: I’d kept both parts of my career alive. In 1980 I co-
produced an autobiographical documentary with my first 
wife, Genni, about her contracting multiple-sclerosis. Pins and 
Needles was a semi-political film about disability, but very 
personal and raw. There was a sequel, and I also did things 
like Wheeling Free, but Pins and Needles was incredibly 
successful, it won lots of awards. 60 Minutes cut it down to a 
twenty minute version and showed it twice. I’ve still got mail 
from people who watched it and were moved; they said their 
lives had been shifted by the film.

DL: And your first feature as DOP happened in 1990?

KB: Yes, that was Raw Nerve, directed by Tony Wellington. 
Tony had been a 1st AD on another job we’d worked on. 
The budget was very minimal. Tony got around that by saying 
to everyone on the crew the pay is $400 a week. It took four 
weeks to shoot and everyone from the clapper loader to the 
producer got the same money! Now it would never happen 
but it was a really good feeling – it did make a difference.

DL: But it did lead to another feature?

KB: Yes, Shotgun Wedding. $4m budget. I had a big 
crew, big lighting. It was my first 35mm film as DOP and 
my cousin Danny was the operator, which was fantastic. 
The big challenge on that film was the set. We decided to 
build it so it was an interior/exterior location. We were up at 
Narrabeen, where all the glasshouses were. In the middle of 
that we built the house, a little weatherboard place, and that’s 
where this couple lived, where the whole siege happens. It’s 
based around the Wally Mellish story.

One of the things I learned the hard way was to try to be 
simpler, because I was way too complicated! I had a lot of 
lighting going on in that film, and I loved that, creating a 
sixties look. It was the first time I’d used Agfa stock, to create 
that sort of effect, because it had a much better colour palette 
for that time. What else? The idea of working at scale. 
Blowing things up. Big night shoots. Finally getting access to 
visual effects.

DL: And you won some awards for the mini-series work?

KB: Yes, I won a Gold ACS Award for Kangaroo Palace. The 
Potato Factory won a Gold Award at national level and then 
the Milli. You could have knocked me over over with a feather 
that night. I’m very proud to be recognised by my peers in 
that way. The film that has made the biggest difference to my 
career, was One Night the Moon. Michael Riley was going 

to direct it. I don’t know who was going to shoot, but Michael 
became ill. Rachel Perkins had just finished Radiance and 
was asked to direct it . She met me and said, ‘You seem ok, 
Kevin [Lucas] says you’re good, let’s go.’ It was as simple as 
that. Three months later we were doing location surveys in the 
Flinders Ranges A lot of work had already been put into the 
pre-production. It was quite complicated, because the music 
was written before the script. Rachel – believe it or not – finds 
musicals kind of hard, conceptually. It was like, suddenly 
people start singing! How do we make it so everyone doesn’t 
laugh? But that story had such depth of feeling, and it was 
based on Michael Riley’s grandfather, so it was a true story. 
In the end the cast and Rachel’s directing and my shooting 
meant we were able to achieve something that really did 
have true feeling, and it was all done on a shoe-string. I think 
we had a million dollars to make it.

DL: Were you surprised One Night the Moon was such a 
success?

KB: With The Potato Factory I’d won Cinematographer 
of the Year, which is the biggest award you can win in 
cinematography in Australia. One Night the Moon was a 
much more difficult and demanding film. I knew I’d done a 
fabulous job – some of the best work of my career. It won 
an AFI Award for best cinematography and thing it did from 
a career point of view is everyone saw it. It had a theatrical 
release, it was blown up to 35mm, and it got really good 
reviews. It won quite a few foreign awards and got invited to 
Sundance. I think it even won an international cinematography 
award in New York.

It’s the signature film for my career at this moment. It’s a film 
that other cinematographers noticed. Not much of your work 
ages well. Most of your work has a short life. It’s rare, and 
a matter of luck and skill really, but if you do something that 
can age, then you’re doing something right.. Also, it was the 
film that got me the job on Master and Commander. I’d been 
reading the Jack Aubrey books and loved them and a director 
friend, Malcolm McDonald loved them too. When we found 
out Peter Weir was directing it, Malcolm said ‘Why don’t I 
write to him and ask if we can do the second unit?’ So he 
wrote a short letter to Peter’s agent in the style of a Patrick 
O’Brien novel, asking for permission to come aboard! Peter 
thought this is really good. Suddenly we were in another 
world. The $100 million dollar movie world is completely 
different. It’s still film-making, but the resource side of things 
is like heaven on a stick. It was amazing. The tank where 
most of the film was shot is in Mexico, on the Baja Peninsula. 
It was built to shoot Titanic. On the day we arrived we see 
this five-acre swimming pool with a 160 foot replica of the 
Surprise, and it’s sitting on a gimballed arm in twenty feet of 
water.

Through hydraulics, they can make the whole thing go up 
and down, pitch, roll, yaw. Then you’ve got wave machines 
creating waves, and wind machines to put wind into the 
sails, and an engine from a jet that could make mist that 
could cover five acres. When they started it up it was like 
being in an airport – you had to put plugs in your ears, like a 



747 starting. You could do everything! Storms, mist, fog and 
smoke. The individual decks were built as sets in separate 
studios. Some of them moved, including the captain’s cabin, 
but most of the movement was done by having an extra head 
on a head, so you could roll the y axis, as well as pan and 
tilt, and float with the steadicam.

The big positive out of that experience, was observing the 
unity of purpose on the main unit. The direction of Peter Weir 
was a real treat to watch. A privilege to be around. As was 
going to rushes every night and seeing the work of the best 
Australian DOP/Director team... Wow!

DL: Now you’re the Head of Cinematography at AFTRS. 
Was that a big decision,

KB: I felt I needed to stop shooting and reflect on what I was 
doing; teaching seemed to be the best way to do that. The 
timing was good. It’s not a job that comes up often returning 
to the institution where you started out all those years ago. 
I’ve always taken a lot of interest in mentoring people around 
me. I’m quite inclusive, the way I work. I thought teaching at 
the film school would suit all of those things, and give me a 
sabbatical.

The other side of being a teacher is that in an odd way 
you become a student again. All cinematographers love 
learning new things to build and deepen their craft and the 
opportunity to educate others and myself at the same time has 
been fantastic. Film schools have become a very important 
entry point into the industry as well as a place to further your 
experience and knowledge.

DL: How are things going with cinematography at the school?

KB: This year I travelled to China with three students to 
participate in a trek across the Kubuchi Desert, Inner  

Mongolia, as part of a cultural competition. It’s great  to be 
able to give students a different world to film in and a rare 
opportunity for me to go somewhere completely new.

It’s interesting to reflect now that I’ve had two years here. I 
think the department’s going really well. My first year was a 
very steep learning curve. I didn’t realise just how challenging 
the whole business of teaching would be, and how 
confronting sometimes it is. I was very pleased and proud to 
graduate my first 7 students last year.

DL: Plans for the future?

KB: I’m very excited; I have been working out my take on 
teaching cinematography, something that is both extremely 
technical and creative at the same time. How do you balance 
the technical teaching with the need to keep the aesthetic 
alive?The key to this is to primarily keep asking the question, 
“Why?” The how is important but without the why you can’t 
go forward. All successful cinematographers keep asking that 
question, “Why am I using this tool to tell this story?” Should I use 
a Go-Pro or 35mm film, do I need a crew of one or ten?” etc

AFTRS will also be introducing a Masters in Screen Arts, 
a one year fulltime course where students can take their 
craft to the fully fledged project stage. This course is under 
construction at the moment and more details will be available 
later in the year.

So there you have it, if anyone out there thinks they have 
the passion, dedication, and talent to get Kim Batterham 
excited, that may be all they need to get a foothold in the 
Cinematography Department at AFTRS.

Just like the good old days.

Check out AFTRS on the web: http://aftrs.edu.au/
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Read any encyclopaedia or dictionary and you’ll find that 
coffee is a beverage prepared from the roasted seeds of the 
coffee plant. It’s the second most commonly traded commodity 
in the world, just behind petroleum. It’s the most consumed 
drink in the world. You’ll also find that coffee is a chief source 
of caffeine, and we know that caffeine is a stimulant. What 
you won’t read is that coffee is probably the dominant drink of 
wordsmiths everywhere. More importantly, it is part of a ritual 
practice, one that may take years to perfect. 

My day starts with a coffee, and any writing session almost 
always starts with an espresso. I have a wonderful old Italian 
piston operated espresso machine – a La Pavoni Europiccolo. 
Mine is the very stylish copper and brass model. I even have 
a zippy little grinder sitting next to it – purchased at Norton 
Street (the Mecca of Sydney’s coffee culture). For the fellow 
coffee fanatics it’s a conical burr grinder – the only way to go 
if you want a consistent grind.

Just say it out loud … slowly … Koh … Feee. Mmmm … it 
has a hypnotic effect. It’s certainly chanted throughout my 
household almost every morning only minutes after I wake 

up. I’ve contemplated hooking myself up to one of those 
intravenous drips dispensing coffee instead of the traditional 
saline, but thought it might look a little scary for the family. 
Even more scary is what happens if I don’t get my coffee. 
Think Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, or maybe the final moments of 
the Wicked Witch in the Wizard of Oz (“I’m melting, I’m 
melting”). It’s not a good look. 

Of course if we remind ourselves that caffeine is quite an 
addictive drug, then the link to writing is sobering. One 
US study reported that one third to one half of the well 
known American writers from the last 100 years were either 
alcoholics or dependant on some form of drugs. Edgar Allan 
Poe, Ernest Hemingway, Tennessee Williams … it’s a pretty 
impressive list. I couldn’t find any similar statistics for Australian 
writers, but that’s probably a good thing. 

Some would say there is something about a writer’s 
disposition that predisposes them to have addictive 
personalities. But that’s just plain ridiculous, right? Oh my God 
… where did I put my coffee?! Oh phew … there it is.

My ritual with the brown bean extends to the type of cup 
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COFFEE CULTURE
A WRITER’S PERSPECTIVE

BY MANNY ASTON BA

COFFEE FROM CAFE CENTRO, EASTWOOD, NW SYDNEY
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I drink from, the way it’s poured, and even the type of 
chocolate that I have with it. I won’t bore you with the sad 
details of it all, but I will share a few secrets. There is a very 
strong chance the style of coffee you drink and how you drink 
it will have an effect on the type of material a writer produces. 
This, ladies and gentlemen, is the Aston Coffee-Prose 
Relationship (ACPR).

Bearing that in mind there are three golden rules to consider 
before we even start. First of all, one should always use real 
coffee when writing. Instant coffee is for the amateurs! You’ll 
get an ‘instant script’. Remember the ACPR … if you want a 
real script, you need a real coffee.

Secondly, don’t even consider adding one of those fancy 
flavours to your coffee. I know this has become all the rage 
at places like Gloria Jeans or Starbucks, but trust me, coffee 
isn’t meant to be flavoured. In script terms it’s like writing a 
perfectly good script and using it for origami.

Rule three. You should always drink coffee fresh. That’s when 
it has its most stimulating effect. You don’t have to be a rocket 
scientist to grasp the significance of the ACPR on this one. 
Stale coffee equals stale script.

Now, let’s look at the choice of coffee. A cappuccino is 
perhaps one of the most popular. Here we have a strong 
base with light froth on top … good for writing serious scripts 
with light overtones (tragicomedy, perhaps). Drip filter coffee 
is generally weaker, and would be fine for writing melodrama 
or formula scripts. Lattes are milkier and more consistent in 
flavour, so I’d be looking at family oriented scripts for that 
one. Flat whites produce good sitcoms; Vienna coffees are 
perfect for action adventure and anything that mixes coffee 
with ice cream is comedy. 

Things like skinny decaf mochas with soy are simply 
confusing. In fact, any beverage with the words “skinny”, 
“soy” or “decaf” mixed with the word “coffee” should be 
outlawed by all decent coffee houses. Oh … and while we’re 

discussing decaf … three words here, people … don’t do 
decaf! Drinking decaf is like trying to write a script without 
words. ‘Nuff said.

And, let’s not forget what you put the coffee in. Paper and 
Styrofoam cups are definitely out. Think about what we do 
with a paper cup. When we’ve finished with it, we simply 
throw it away. It screams transience. Is this what you want 
for your script? A writer seeks permanence through words, 
so it makes no sense to approach one’s work through such a 
contradictory symbol as a paper cup. Use a nice porcelain 
cup. Find one you’re comfortable with, and one that reflects 
your personality. 

Finally, coffee in whatever form you drink it should be strong. 
Weak coffee is worse than no coffee. It fails to satisfy 
caffeine cravings, lacks the kick for the necessary jump start, 
and leaves one with the impression that life is blasé. You’re 
condemning your writing to mediocrity … lack of flavour. Oh 
… the humanity! Of course, it should be clear now that the 
serious writer needs a serious coffee, and when it comes to 
serious coffee it’s hard to go past the espresso (or the short 
black, for the uninitiated). Prepare this little beastie well, and 
you’ll have a magic shot of liquid perfection. It’s a script that 
delivers the goods without any wasted words. Less is more. 

And what would be the brew of choice for the film industry? 
A garoto perhaps? This variation is a Portuguese version of 
an espresso – the name derives from the Spanish “cortar”, 
which literally means to “cut”. Maybe this should be left for 
the editors out there. I suspect the grips need a coffee that is a 
little more robust – something brewed in a nice solid stove top 
percolator … held together by gaffer tape. Lighting obviously 
needs a far more technical variation – the half ristretto piccolo 
double latte, lit without shadows. The director, without a 
doubt, gets any damned coffee he or she wants, whenever 
they want it. And finally, the cinematographers … of course 
only the perfect ‘shot’ will do.

Barista: Murat Kum  Photo: by Jacob Barker
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This year’s Cinegear Expo and Conference program was 
again held in the New York Street backlot of the enormous 
Paramount Pictures site in downtown Hollywood. Not only 
do we see a variety of camera, grip and lighting equipment, 
much of which is not available in Australia, because of the 
massive range and the paid masterclasses & seminars, but we 
get to sit in on free of charge panel discussions and Q&As 
with the very approachable legendary names we are all 
familiar with from the American Society of Cinematographers 
(ASC) along with some from the British Society (BSC).  These 
cinematography greats give of themselves in many ways, 
not only in these panel discussions, but also in mentorship 
programs across the US.  

 A bonus is bumping into several of our Aussie friends, some 
visiting like me, and some expats. I bumped into Simon 
Duggan ACS, researching for his upcoming ‘Great Gatsby’ 
production with Baz Luhrmann, Peter Borosh ACS, recently 
moved into the LA scene along with Peter Holland and 
Jasmine Lord; plus James Puli, visiting like myself. 

Unfortunately one of the highlights of my regular visits to 
Cinegear LA, the invitation only barbecue at the beautiful 
ASC Clubhouse was not held this year. It appears that they 

had to be careful with funds after the expense of the detailed 
renovations to the Clubhouse, in keeping with the historical 
origins of the building.  Again, on previous occasions, 
these exceptional people are on hand to make the 300 or 
so guests welcome.  Another bonus event tied to Cinegear 
is putting faces to the names we see day to day on the 
Cinematography Mailing List (CML) at a drinks and nibbles 
get together provided by CML leader and owner, Geoff 
Boyle.

Back to Cinegear where I was made welcome by the 
proprietors, Juliane Grosso  and Karl Kresser.  Cinegear 
LA has been held at several different Studio sites since its 
inception, scooping the pool from its predecessor, Showbiz 
LA.  However, Paramount is my favourite site, walking the 
famous backlots. Cinegear is also now held in New York City 
if you feel like a NY fix.

Howard Preston of Preston Cinema Systems received the 
Cinegear Expo Lifetime Achievement Award. Howard 
accepted with a famous quote “the future ain’t what it used 
to be!”. Many of you would be aware of the products 
developed by Preston, the first of which was the cabled 
Microforce follow focus system which has morphed into the 

NEW GEAR CINEGEAR 
LOS ANGELES 2011BY DAVID WAKELEY ACS

Paramount New York St backlot



highly sophisticated remote Preston lens control systems of 
today

Exhibits covered so many different areas of our industry that it 
is hard to isolate a few.  Pictured here are a couple that took 
my fancy.  The first is a simple but very effective mini ‘crane’ 
setup which saves the small and documentary DOP from 
carrying a massive bag with a min jib into the field, where so 
many of us have been promised help carrying the gear, only 
to find that the ‘helpers’ have found areas of entertainment not 
related to the production at hand!  This device, the KamTrax, 
developed by Innovision Optics operates on a vertical 
‘pole’ which weighs less than 5kg and fits into a fishing rod 
case.  The only heavy item is a counterweight, which can 
be found at any fitness shop once on location, alleviating 
the excess baggage charges we are currently facing. So a 
simple vertical move can be achieved without the dreaded 
mini jib arcing we have all had to face. It comes in 1 metre 
and 2 metre versions and can also be used diagonally and 
horizontally as a slider.

My interest in small movement solutions saw me investigating 
several different camera ‘slider’ systems, most of them seriously 
expensive and while beautifully made, don’t beat the locally 
made one by Griptech I have been using recently on my 
tabletop work.

The second item of interest to me, pictured, looks like any 
other ‘Space Light’, but is very different in that it punches 
out similar foot candles at only 850 watts and comes from 
four of the tiniest of little ‘globes’, the size of a match head, 
which contain plasma gas, which electricity converts to a 
massive amount of light. The Plasma systems, represented by 
LA company Hive and Photon Beard, with its ‘Nova’ family, 
looks like becoming the next innovation with cool, long life, 
lighting after the LED revolution.  This is not to say that LED is 
being replaced.  There were many developments in this field 
evident at several stands.  LED, of course, has the advantage 
over traditional systems of cool operation and exceptionally 
long life. I was very impressed last year with the PRG LED 
Space Light which pumped out plenty of light at a fairly 

expensive purchase price but when taken into context of the 
cost of the loss of production time when faced with blown 
conventional tungsten short life globes, the purchase price 
fades considerably. This year we saw the LitePanels company 
releasing its focusable Fresnel Sola 6 daylight balanced LED 
light. Another ‘cool’ fixture.

My third favourite is a beautiful camera assistant’s trolley 
(pictured), which comes as a ‘suitcase’ and goes together 
in less than a minute into a stable, roomy assistant’s trolley.  
I’ve seen too much gear fall off some of the early assistants’ 
wobbly versions not to notice this product, the Innovativ. One 
lucky assistant received a free one, having won the speed 
assembly competition, held at Cinegear for all of us to enjoy.

There were many stands looking at the issue of making 3D 
stereo camera systems more compact. Of course we saw the 
mini camera setups which may be useful for episodic or TV 
use and maybe insert close-ups in a feature, but the larger 
cameras are still faced with size issues.  After decades of 
reducing camera size to revolutionise the intimacy of camera 
movement, now we are faced with these monsters, which 
are impossible to hand-hold.   The Alexa and RED Epic 
are appearing as more compact solutions for high quality 
3D setups.  However, the best unit I saw was developed 
with the help of an expat Perth based Aussie, which uses a 
massive 65mm sensor to receive two images from controllable 
compact lenses able to be placed less than an eye width 
apart.  Doesn’t help of course when you want only an IO 
of 5mm!  However, the solution of both images fed to one 
sensor seems to be the future to me.

Talking about lenses, there are a lot out there in the ‘prime’ & 
zoom market hoping to take their place in the digital age with 
35mm plus sensors.  Zeiss Compact Primes, Schneider, Leica, 
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Canon & Cooke have all come up with compact variations. 
Angenieux and Fujinon with their zooms.  And all good. Very 
hard to decide which one has the edge.

There were several camera stands, the notable exception 
being RED, but it appeared unnecessary as 2 IC Ted 
Schilowitz was moving around with his new Epic in hand 
and, like the Pied Piper, had a continuing line of followers 
and interviewers for online etc podcasts. 
See pic. 

Finally, there were the seminars, 
both free ‘premiere’ seminars and 
paid ‘Master Class’ seminars, with 
a myriad of choices to cover your 
level of interest.  

Master Classes – the highlight of 
which was 40 or so very lucky 
individuals receiving some lighting 
wisdom from ASC members, Amy 
Vincent, Kramer Morgenthau and 
Roberto Schaefer.  It was here that 
I learned, from Amy Vincent ASC, 
that Mandy Walker ACS has been 
invited and is now Mandy Walker 
ACS ASC, making her currently 
number 8 of a slim field of female 

ASC members. Other Master Classes covered shooting 2D 
for 3D, Colour correction collaboration, Driving the Digital 
Highway.

There were many free ‘Premiere’ seminars: Leica Summilux C 
lenses, Virtual Production, Launch of the new P&S Technik X35 
digital camera to join the 35mm sensor battle, Set lighting, 
Phantom cameras, Kodak ‘Inside the Mind of a Master’ 
with John bailey ASC, Sony, 4K and Beyond and the NEX-
FS100U 35mm sensor camcorder, ARRI with new camera 
and lighting technology, Fuji Film presenting new products.

However, the two outstanding seminars for me were the 
Zacuto, Bob Primes ASC ‘Single Chip Camera Assessment 
Series’, the massive undertaking of testing several cameras, 
resulting in a definitive unbiased glimpse of the varying 
ramifications of nearly all of the profressional digital cameras 
available to us as at February 2011. Many of us have 
seen the results, on large monitors, on line  and at the AFTS 
Cinema; however seeing it on the 80’ Paramount screen 
was just fantastic. These products will carry the images we 
create in the next few years and it was fantastic to see the 
differences in many different situations on the large screen.

Finally, a highlight was the ‘Dialogue with ASC 
Cinematographers’, Monitored by George Spiro  Dibie ASC 
and chaired by ASC President, Michael Goi ASC. This was 
a fabulous insight into the mentoring activities of these very 
high level Cinematographers, which included names such 
as: Richard Crudo ASC, Nancy Schreiber ASC, Roberto 
Schaefer ASC, James L Carter ASC, Stephen Burum ASC, 
Russ Alssobrook ASC, and several more. Pictured is Michael 
Goi ASC who tirelessly answered questions from an inquiring 
young crowd.

I can recommend a visit to Cinegear to anyone in our industry 
with an enquiring mind.

Kamtrax vertical slider

Viewfactor Camera Array

NEW GEAR
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Local People. Local Support. Local Service
Our experienced staff are dedicated lighting people and are always 
here to help you determine the best equipment for your application. 
We can get you the gear you need fast, with a warehouse in Sydney 
and 14 offices globally Barbizon has you covered. 

Barbizon has partnered with major lighting and grip manufacturers to 
stock & distribute the latest in production lighting and consumables 
for videographers, film and television professionals whether in a 
studio or on location around Australia. 

We have re-sellers in most major cities in Australia please call us to 
find out more.
Contact us via email:  sydney@barbizon.com
       Tel:  (02) 9550 4299
                Address:  1/8 Lillian Fowler Place 
                 Marrickville 2204

LIGHTING FOR VIDEO & FILM

Barbizon Australia Pty Ltd
www.barbizon.com.au   

Proud Distributors of:

utsight

Ted Schilowitz with Epic
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“An organization or a club formed for a particular activity”.

Pretty broad description I would have thought, but having said 
that, it is what we are.

There are members of your Society who think they know how 
the Society can be improved, but do nothing about it. To them 
I say….

IT’S YOUR ACS.

There are others who talk about it a lot, but don’t put anything 
into action. To them I say….

IT’S YOUR ACS.

There are some who ask for change, but do nothing to bring 
about that change. To them I say….

IT’S YOUR ACS.

There are those who think it would be great to try something 
new, but don’t even actually bother to suggest something 
new. To them I say….

IT’S YOUR ACS.

There are some who come up with some great ideas, but 
leave it entirely to others to implement. To them I say….

IT’S YOUR ACS.

There are a few, who say it should be done, but don’t 
actually contribute to the “doing”. To them I say….

IT’S YOUR ACS.

There are members who when asked their opinions or to RSVP 
they don’t. We are cinematographers, communicators. So, I 
say, let’s communicate.

IT’S YOUR ACS

Then, there are those few, who do the work, the thinking and 
the putting it into action. To them I say…. thank you, 
IT’S OUR ACS.

There are also those who don’t complain, they just get in and 
do it. To them I say…. thank you, IT’S OUR ACS.

To those who do put their hand up and become active 
participants. I again say….thank you, IT’S OUR ACS.

I guess the point I’m making is don’t sit on your hands, don’t 
assume somebody else will do it, pitch in and make the 
Society stronger, better, give it a louder voice. 

Contact your ACS Branch President, Secretary or me and let 
us know you want to do more for the Society and not just talk 
about it. 

Please get involved. Ensure that the ACS continues to foster 
and grow as a Society that is not only yours, IT’S OUR ACS.

SHORT ENDS

The AFI officially launched AACTA, 
The Australian Academy of Cinema 
and Television Arts Awards on 18 
August, 2011 at the Overseas Pas-
senger Terminal- Customs Hall,  Syd-
ney. The inaugural Samsung AACTA 
Awards will be held at this venue in 
January 2012.

After hearing about the new structure 
of the awards by AFI CEO Damian 
Trewhella and watching highlights of 
our industry, the new Founding Inau-
gural President, Geoffrey Rush was 
introduced on stage by George Miller 
to the crowd of industry representatives 
and guests. Holding the new statuette 
inspired by the stars of the Southern 
Cross  and designed by sculptor Ron 
Gomboc, Rush joked about what to 

IT’S YOUR ACS
THE AUSTRALIAN CINEMATOGRAPHERS SOCIETY IS YOUR SOCIETY. 

name it. His suggestions of Ron; (Geof-
frey has an uncle Ron) in reference to 
the naming of the statuette, or Bunyip 
didn’t seem to resonate, although it had 
the crowd in stitches. 

Instead he introduced a naming compe-
tition and encouraged the guests to go 
online to the Film Institute Facebook site 
to make suggestions.

The production design team had the 
Overseas Passenger Terminal Hall 
looking fantastic with interesting props, 
drapes and fairy lights. Stella Artois 
was in abundance and the Paella 
being cooked in the giant pan on the 
balcony was tasty. There were even 
fireworks over the harbour to celebrate.

Rosemary Reid BA

Ron Johanson ACS - National President

AACTA Founding President Geoffrey Rush, 
with the new AACTA Award statuette. 
Photo courtesy of AFI (Belinda Rolland)
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COUNTDOWN TO PLUS 
CAMERIMAGE 2011

By Marek Wieniawa-ebrowski

In 2011, the Plus Camerimage 
Festival will celebrate and honour 
the exceptional achievements of John 
Seale, ACS, ASC, an Australian-
born cinematographer whose long 
and distinguished career is marked 
by such mileposts as Witness, The 
Mosquito Coast, and Dead Poets 
Society (directed by Peter Weir), The 
English Patient, The Talented Mr. 
Ripley, and Cold Mountain (directed 
by Anthony Minghella), or The Perfect 
Storm and Poseidon (directed by 
Wolfgang Petersen).The crescendo 
of scheduled events—that also 
includes a retrospective of selected 
films photographed by the laureate—
culminates at the Festival’s closing 
ceremony, when the chosen director 

of photography is presented with the 
famed Golden Frog Award.

Besides the considerable excitement 
of hosting John Seale at the 2011 
Plus Camerimage Festival, following a 
well-established custom the organizers 
will also publish a book highlighting 
John Seale’s filmic achievements. The 
newest installment in this exclusive 
book series—the publication on the 
life and films of John Seale—will be 
introduced in Bydgoszcz, Poland, on 
26 November 2011, the opening day 
of the 2011 Plus Camerimage Festival. 

As usual, this year’s edition of the 
Plus Camerimage Festival will feature 
fascinating selection of films from all 
over the world that will be screened 
in several competitions. The Main 
Competition—and the flagship of the 
Festival—usually screens about fifteen 
feature films selected from among the 
several hundred that are submitted 
each year to the organizers. The 
other important component of every 
Festival is the Student Film Competition, 
with one day of the week devoted 
exclusively to screening etudes by 
young cinematographers and student 
directors. Documentaries—features and 
shorts—will also be screened at this 
year’s Festival. Recent additions to the 
rich offerings on several screens in the 
Festival Centre and satellite cinemas 
throughout Bydgoszcz will include films 
entered in the competitions of debuts for 
directors and cinematographers. Music 
fans will certainly be interested in the 
quick-paced screenings in the Music 
Videos Competition, another aspect of 

the Festival that enjoyed much success 
with the public during the past few 
years.

The week of the 2011 Plus 
Camerimage Festival in Bydgoszcz 
will be rounded up with a great variety 
of accompanying events that include 
workshops with cinematographers and 
directors, meetings with filmmakers 
present at the Festival, press 
conferences, panel discussions, and 
exhibits of film equipment by dozens of 
participating vendors, including Plus, 
ARRI, Kodak, Panavision, Discovery, 
and Zeiss, among others. The City 
of Bydgoszcz, Poland’s Ministry 
of Culture and National Heritage, 
and Polish Film Institute are also 
important and longstanding partners 
and supporters of the Festival. All of 
these factors add up to a truly unique 
celebration of filmmaking. Mark 
your calendars and save the dates 
of November 26 through December 
3 for an unforgettable week of film-
related activities in Bydgoszcz. Please 
visit the Festival website (www.
pluscamerimage.pl) for up-to-date 
listings of films selected for competition 
and for details regarding all other Plus 
Camerimage events. See you there!
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CML

cinematography

mailing list
Tyler Middle Mount Operating Advice:
http://www.cinematography.net/edited-pages/
Tyler_Middle_Mount_Operating_Advice.htm

Motion Control Without The Control:
http://www.cinematography.net/edited-pages/
Motion_Control_Without_The_Control.htm

Director and DP Simultaneously:
http://www.cinematography.net/edited-pages/
Director_and_DP_Simultaneously.htm

Tabletop DOF:
http://www.cinematography.net/edited-pages/
Tabletop_DOF.htm

Lenses / Diamond Jewellery:
http://www.cinematography.net/edited-pages/
Lenses__Diamond_Jewellery.htm

Shooting In A Jungle-Forest:
http://www.cinematography.net/edited-pages/
Shooting_In_A_Jungle-Forest.htm

Camera Rig For The Side Of A Canoe:
http://www.cinematography.net/edited-pages/
Camera_Rig_For_The_Side_Of_A_Canoe.htm

Candle Flares On The RED With Cooke S4s:
http://www.cinematography.net/edited-pages/
Candle_Flares_On_The_RED_With_Cooke_S4s.htm

Lighting A Night Time Rain Shot On A Low Budget:
http://www.cinematography.net/edited-pages/
Lighting_Night_Time_Rain_Shot_On_Low_Budget.htm

Compact Primes CP.2:
http://www.cinematography.net/edited-pages/
Compact_Primes_CP.2.htm

CML SELECTION 
BY DAVID WALPOLE

Photo by Chris Walpole
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This book is the closest thing to visiting an art gallery. 
There are 3,000 colour illustrations and 10 line 
drawings within its large proportioned pages. The 
size of the book is 420 x 320mm (16 ½ X 12 
5/8”).

THE ART MUSEUM was 10 years in the making; 
made with the help of a global team of 100 
specialists and art experts. Priced at $225-  it comes 
in at a fraction of the cost of multiple aeroplane 
tickets, train, bus and taxi rides if one were to travel 
the world to see each work. 

From mosaics to caves and paintings to sculptures, 
this book has it all. Each page turn reveals another 
valuable piece of art and the history of the artist 
who created it. Phaidon have spared no expense 
when it comes to good quality satin finish paper. It 
is comfortable to touch and comfortable on the eye 
with no harsh reflections. Just like in a museum the 
book presents the artwork in the most appropriate 
way possible. The text is separated from the pictures 
and does not interfere with the viewing process. Each 
exhibit has just enough text to be informative rather 
than intrusive.

Prints are large, high resolution and sharp allowing 
the viewer to see fine detail. Pages and galleries are 
referred to as rooms and are colour coded. Each 
room is specific to a particular time, place and artist 
as if you were moving through the space of a real Art 
Museum.

I felt inspired as I turned each page and it brought 
back positive memories of art classes I took in high 
school and university, and of visits to art galleries in 
Australia and overseas.

With pictures large enough to share, this book 
encourages conversation. 

THE ART MUSEUM

BOOK REVIEW
REVIEWED BY 
ROSEMARY REID BA



Call for Patrons

10K Fresnel ~ $10,000

5K Fresnel ~ $5,000

2K Fresnel ~ $2,000

1K Fresnel - $1,000

Baby Fresnel ~ $500

Like to support our ACS National Headquarters, help preserve our motion picture heritage and see your name 
in lights? Choose from any of the ACS Patron options below and you’ll do it all. Here’s the deal. Contribute 
what you can and the Fresnel of your choice will be mounted on the ACS Patron’s Wall of Can Do at 
ACS National HQ. Your name will be proudly displayed beneath it. For further information please contact 
National President Ron Johanson ACS at president@austcine.org.au or visit cinematographer.org.au

Can do?

ACS v4 indd 1 25/11/10 3:44 PM
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SNAPS
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SNAPS

L-R: David Tranter, 
Aaron Pedersen, Allan 
Collins ACS, Murray Lui, 
unknown man on the 
bench.
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SNAPS

TOP LEFT: Pim Kulk, Justin Brickle, Toby Oliver and Jonathon 
Heighes

LEFT: Terracotta Warriors, Sian China

TOP: Ron Windon and Don McAlpine, Tusitala Lunch
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In my world it
’s all about t

he end result 
but more 

importantly it
’s about where

 you start. Fi
lm  is a 

proven process
 that is fast,

 robust and de
livers 

that outstandi
ng quality tha

t I love to wo
rk with. 

Film gives Al H
ansen the power

 to captivate a
n audience as w

ell as the tech
nology to 

push the limits
 like no other 

format can. See
 why film captu

re continues to
 be the 

standard for ma
king a statemen

t at kodak.com/go/motion

Al Hansen 
Colourist. Technician. Innovator.   
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